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NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
No. 30 of 1999

AN ACT
to amend the Legal Practitioners Act

[Assented to 18 June 1999]
[Second reading 22 April 1999]
The Legislative Assembly of the Northern Territory enacts as follows:
1.

Short title
This Act may be cited as the Legal Practitioners Amendment Act 1999.

2.

Commencement

This Act comes into operation on the date fixed by the Administrator by
notice in the Gazette.
3.

Principal Act
The Legal Practitioners Act is in this Act referred to as the Principal Act.

4.

Unqualified persons not to bold themselves out to be qualified
Section 131 of the Principal Act is amended-

( a)

by omitting "A person" and substituting "Except in accordance with Part
X1I, a person"; and
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O)
5.

by omitting "$2,000" and substituturg "500 penalty units".

Preparation of certain documents by unqualified persons
Section 132 of the PrincipalAct is amended-

(a)

by omitting from subsection (l) "$2,000" and substituting "500

penalry

units"; and

(b)

by inserting after subsection (2)(a) the following:

"(aa) if the person is permitted under Part XII to draw, or

cause

to

be

drawn, the instnrment;".

6.

Preparation of papers relating to application for probate
Section 133 ofthe hincipal Act is amended-

(a)

by omitting from subsection (l) "$2,000" and substituting "500 penalty
units"; and

(b)

by inserting after subsection (2Xa) the following:

"(aa)

7.

a person who is permitted under Pa¡t
prepa¡e the papers;".

XII to ake the instuctions or

New Part
The

Princþl Act is amended by inserting

after Part XI the following:

"PART )üI-PRACTICE OF FOREIGN LAW
"Dívision

I - PrdinÍnary

"135. Ob¡ect
"The object of this Part is to encourage and faciliate the intemationalisation
services sector by providing a fra¡nework for the
regulation of the practice of foreign law in Ar¡stralia by foreignqualified lawyers as
a recognised aspest of Austalian legal practice.

of legal services and the legal

"1354 Definitions
"In this Part, unless the contary intention appea¡s-

'Ar¡stalia' includes the extemal Tenitories;
'Australian law'means the law of the commonwealttr or a state or Tenitory
ofthe Commonwealth;

)
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'commercial legal presence' means an interest

in a lau' firm

practising

foreign law;
'domestic lawyer' means a person (including a
registered to practise law in the Tenitory;

foreigr lawyer) who

is

Toreign law'means the law of a place outside Australia;

'foreign lawyer'means a person who is registered to practise law in a place
outside Ausralia by a foreign registration authority;

'foreign regisration authority' means the person or authoriry in a place
outside Austalia having the function conferred by law of registering
persons to practise law in that place;

home registration authority', in relation to a foreign lawyer, means the
foreign registration auttrority stated in the lawyer's regisnation notice
under section l35D(2Xb);

'law firm'means-

(a)
(b)
(c)

a person practising as a lawyer on the person's own account;
a parürership of 2 or more persons practising as lawyers; or

an incorporated legal practice ttrat is permitted by a law of the

Territory;

locally registered foreign lawyer' means a person who is registered as a
foreigr lawyer under this part;
þractising foreigr law'means doing worþ or tansacting business, in tt¡e
Territory concerning foreign law, being work or business of a kind
that' if it concemed ttre law of the Territory, would ordinarily be
done or tansacted by a domestic larvyer;

begistered'-

(a)

whcn used in connection wittr a place outside Ausüalia _
having all necessary licences, approrals, admissions,
certifications or other forms of authorisation (including
practising certificates) required
or undø legislation for úè
carrying on of the practice of law in that place; or

þ

(b)

when used in connection with the practice of law in the
Territory (other than by or under this Act), means

3

_
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(i)
(ii)

admitted to practise iaw in the Temtory under the
Legal Practitioners Rules or by virnre of the Mumal
Recognition Act 1992 of the Comntonwealth;and

holdhg a curent practising certificate under this Act.

"1358. Operation of Part

"(l)

This Part applies to a natural person (other than a domestic lawyer)
who practises foreign law in the Tenitory.

'(2) Nothing in this Part requires a domestic lawyer to be registered as a
foreign lawyer under this Part in order to practise foreign law in the Tenitory.
"Dívisíon 2 - Local registøÍon offoreígn lowyen

"135C. Registration requirement

"(l) A person
person

(a)
(b)

must not practise foreign law

in the Tenitory unless

the

is a locally registered foreign lawyø and practises foreigrr law in the
Territory in accordance with this Part;

is a foreign lawyer who practises foreign law in the Tenitory on

a

temporary basis or is subject to a migration restriction and who-

(i)

does not mainøin an offìce for the purpose of practising as a
lawyo in the Territory; or

(iÐ
(c)

does not have a commercial

lepl

presence in the Territory; or

is a domestic lawyer or is a pefi¡on eriployed by a domestic lawyer
to provide advice on foreign law to, and for use by, ttre domestic
lawyer.

Penaþ:

500 penaþ units.

"(2) Ir this section, tnigration restriction'means a resnidion inposed on a
person who is not an Austalian citizsn under the Migration Act 1958 of the
Commonwealttr that has the effect of limitingttre p€riod duringwhich work may be
done, or business tar¡sacte( in Austalia
the person.

þ

"135D. Registrrtion notice

"(l) A forcign lawyer may lodge a unitten

notice with the

seeking regisration as a foreigrr lawyer under this Part.

"(2) A notice under subsection (l)

is

to4

kw

Society
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(a)
(b)
(c)

smte the lawyer's educational and professional qualifications;

specifu the place outside Australia in which the lawyer is registered
to practise law by a specified foreign regisration authoriry and in
relation to which the lawyer wishes to practise foreigr lau':

state that the lawyer

is not the subject of any disciplinary

proceedings in the place (including any preluninary investi5arions or
action that might lead to disciplinary proceedings) in relatiol't to thar
registration;

(d)
(e)
(Ð

state that the lawyer is not a party in any pending criminal or civil
proceedings ttrat is likely to result in disciplinary action being taken
against the lawyer in the place;
ståte that the lawyer's registration in the place is not cancelled or
cunently suspended as a result of any disciplinary action;
state that the

(i)
(ii)

lawyer-

is not othenvise personaüy prohibited from carrying on the
practice of law in the place or bound by any undertaking not
to carry out the practice of law in the place; and
is not subject to any special conditions in carrying on that
practice as a result of criminal, civil or disciplinary
proceedinp in the place;

(9

speciff any speciar conditions imposed as a restriction on the
practice of law by the lawyer in the place or any undertaking given
by the lanryer restricting the lawyer's practice of iaw in the phãe]

(h)

give consent to the making of inquiries of and the exchange of
information with, the home registration authority rcgardin! the
lawyer"s activities in practising law in the plaðe oi ottrenviæ

regardingmatters relerant to the notice; and

(t)

contiain evidence that demonstrates the lawyø's intention to practise

forei$ law in the Territory and to establish an offise or commercial
legal puence in the Territory within a reasonable period aftø

registation for that purpose.

"(3) A notice under subsection (l) is to be accompanied by an original
instument,
9r a copy o.l an original inst'ment, from ih, hom, regstrajtion
authority in ttre place specified under subsection (2Xb)_

(a)

voifying the lawyø's educational and professional qualifications;

5
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(b)

verifoing the lawyer's regisration by the authority to practise lau' in
the place and the date of reEstration; and

(c)

describing anything done by the lawyer in practising law in that
place of which the authoriry is awæe and that, in the opinion of the
authority, has had or is likely to have had an adverse effect on the
lawyer's professional standing within the legal profession of that
place.

"(4) The lawyer must certifu in the notice under subsection (1) that the
insrument accompanying the notice under subsection (3) is the original or a
complete and accurate copy of the original, as the case may be.

"(5) If the foreigrr lawyer is, or has been in the 10 years immediately before
the notice is lodged under subsection ( I ), registered to practise law, or has practised
law, in a place outside Austalia (other than the place specified under subsection
(2Xb)), his or her notice under subsection (l) is to be accompanied by an affrdavit
speciffing-

(a)
O)

the place;

whether or not the lawyer is or has been the subject of any
disciplinary proceedings in the place (including any preliminary
investigations or action that might lead to disciplinary proceedings)
in relation to his or her regisnation or practise as a lawyer;

(c)
(d)

whether or not the lawyer is or has been a party in any pending
criminal or civil proceedings that is likely to result in disciplinary
action beingAken against the lawyer in the place;
whether

or not the lawyer's registation in the place has

been

cancelled or suspended as a result of any disciplinary action;

(e)

whether or not the lawyer-

(i)
(ii)

is or has been personally prohibiæd from carrying on the
practice of law in the place or bound by any undertaking not
to carry out the practice of law in the place; and
is or has been subject to any special conditions in carrying on

that practice as a result of criminal, civil or disciplinary
proceedinp in the place;

(Ð

whether or not there a¡e or have been in the place any qpecial
conditions imposed as a resüiction on the practice of law by the
lawyer in the place or any undertaking grven by the lawyer

resfictingthe lawyer's practice of law in the place; and

6
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(g)

that the lawyer consents to the making of inquiries of, and the
exchange of information with, the foreign registration authority of
the place regarding the lawyer's activities in practising law in the
place or othenvise regarding matters relevant to the affidavit or the
notice under subsection

( I ).

"(6) The l,aw Society may require the lawyer to verify the statements in a
(l) or an affrdavit under subsection (5) by a stâtutory

notice under subsection

declæation or other proof acceptable to the l-aw Society.

"(7) If an instmment under subsection (3) or (5) is not in English,
accompanied by a certifred tanslation in Engtish.
"(8) A notice under subsection (l)

].ttt tttt

it is to

be

is to be accompanied by proof that, for at

12 month period

following the lodgement of the notice, the applicant will
hold the professional indemnity insurance he or she is required to hold under
section 135W.

"(9) The Law society may conduct an investigation as
relation to an applicant for registation under this part.

it thinla fit

in

"1358. Fee for regÍstration

"(l) A

notice under section l35D is

determined by ttre Law Society.

"(2) The

(a)

to be accompanied by the fee

fee under subsection (l ) is not to be greater than the sum

the highest admission fee presøibed for the purposes

of-

of section l4A;

and

O)

the fee prescribed under section 32 in relation to an unresüicted
practi$ing certificate.

"135F. Entitlement to regictntion

if-

"(l)

(a)
(b)

A person is e,ntitled to be registøed under this Act as a

foreþ

lawyer

the pøson lodges the notice and otlrer documents required to be
lodge¿ in accordance wittr section l35D;

I¿w society is satisfied that the person is registøed to practise
law in a place outside Austalia specified under Jection l35b(2xb)
the

in ttre notice;

7
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(c)
(d)

the Law Society considers that an effective system exists in the place
specified under section l35D(2Xb) for the regulation of the practice
of law in the place;

the l¿w Society considers that the person is not. as a result of
criminal, civil or disciplinary proceedingn, subject to any special
conditions in carrying on the practice of law in a place specified ur a
notice under section l35D(2Xb) or any undertakings conceming the
person's practice of law in that place that would make it
inappropriate to register the person;

(e)

the I"¿w Society considers that the person is not a person whose
practise of law in a place specifred in an affrdavit under section
135D(5) would make it inappropriate to register the person; and

(Ð

the person demonsÍates an intention to practise foreigr law in the
Tenitory and to establish an office or commercial legal presence in
the Tenitory within a reasonable period after registration for that
purpose.

"(2) Residence or domicile in the Territory is not a prerequisite for, or a
factor in determining entitlement to, registation as a foreigrr lawyer under this Part.
"135G. Conditions

"(l) The Law Society may impose a condition on the rcgistation of a
foreigrr lawyer under this Part that is equiralent to a special condition of carrying
on practice imposed on the lawyer by ttre home regisnation authority.
"(2) The law Society may not inpose any other conditions on registration
of a

forcþ

lawyerunderthis Part.

"135H. Notific¡tion of decision

"(l)

The

law

Society must give a

foreþ

lawyer who lodçs a notice in

accordance with section l35D written notice of its decision-

(a)
(b)
(c)

to grantregistation underthis Pars

to grìarit regisration subject to conditions; or
to refi¡se registation.

"(2) The I:w Society may, within 28 days after a notice is lodged under
section 135D, notify the foreigrr lawyer that the application for registration has not
yet been determined because the I¿w Society has not conpleted the inquiries of or
exchange of information with the home registation authority or a foreigr

I
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reglstration authoriry in respect of a place specified fur an affidavit made by the
foreign lawyer under section l35D(5).

"(3) The Law society is to be taken to have refused registration
registration is not granted-

(a)
(b)

within 28 days after

a notice is lodged under section

if

l35D; or

if a notice is given to a foreign lawyer under subsection (2)
28 days after that notice is given to the foreign lawyer.

-

within

"135J. Duration of registration and annual fee

"(l) Regisration under this Part is to be taken to have come into effect on
and from tire day on which the notice under section l35D was lodged.
"Q) Registation remains in force, unless sooner cancelled, for one year on
and from the day on which it takes effect.
"(3) Registation may be renewed by payment of an annual fee determined
by the Law Society.

"(4) A person's regisnation may only be renewed if he or she provides to
[¿w Society proof that, in respect of the period to which ttre renewai relates, he
or she will hold the professional indemnity insurance required to be held by him or
ttre

her under section 135W.

"(5) Payment of the annual fee is to be made on or before
writing to the locally registered foreign lawyer by the I¿w Society.

a date notifred in

"(6) The annual fee is not to be grater than ttre fee payable by domestic
lawyers under section 32 for ttre issue of an unresticted practising certifrcate.

"l35IC Register

"(l)

The

law

society must keep, in the form

persons registøed as foreign lawyers under ttris part.

it

thir¡¡rs

frt, a register of

"Q\ The regista is to be made available for public inspection during office
hours of the Law Society.

-

"135L Crncellrtion

of registration

"(l)

The Law society may, by notice in u¡riting to a locally registered
lawyer, cancel the lauryer's registation under this Þart if ¡t is of the õpinion
{oreign

that there is suffrcient reason for doing so.

"(2) without limiting the grounds for cancellation, registation may

cancellEd

if-

9

be
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(a)

the foreign lawyer's home registration authoriry cancels regtsration
of the foreign lawyer as a result of cnminal, civil or disciplinary

proceedinç;

(b)
(c)

the foreigr lawyer fails to comply with a requirement of this Act;

the regisration of the foreigr lawyer by the lawyer's

home

regisnation authority has lapsed;

(d)
(e)
(Ð

the foreign lawyer has not established an offrce to practise foreign
law or a commercial legal presence in the Tenitory within a
reasonable period after registation;
the foreign lawyer fails to comply witir a condition imposed on the
lawyer's regisnation under this Part; or

foreþ

lawyer's practice of law in a place specified in a notice
it inappropriate to permit ttre
lawyer to remain registered as a foreigrr lawyer.

the

under section 135D(5) would make

Regisnation is not to be cancelled under subsection (l) urless the
foreign lawyer has been given reasonable opportunity to make written submissions

{3)

to ttre

I¿w Society.

"(4) Registation is not to be cancelled on ttre gound specified in
if the lawyer demonstates that the lapse did not result from any
øiminal, civil or disciplinary proceedings aginst the lawyer but from
subsection (2)(c)

circumstances beyond the lawyer's control.

\5)

Registration as

cancelled if ttre

(a)
(b)

a foreþ lawyer

under this Part

is

automatically

lawyer-

is registered as a domestic lawye4 or
r€quests cancellation.

"(6) Cancellation of registation at the rsquest of a foreign lawyer does not
affect the exercise by the Law Society or the Conplaints Committee of a power
relating

to disciplinary

proceedings broudrt against

the lawyer before

the

cancellation.

"135M. Appe¡ls

"(l)

(a)
(b)

Ifthe Law Societyrcfuses to register, or renew the regisüation
under this Pa¡t;

of, a foreþ lawyer

cancels the registation of a foreign lawyer undø this part; or

l0
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(c)

takes any disciplinary acrion agarnst a foreigr lawyer under this pan.

the foreign lawyer may appeal to the Supreme Court.

"(2) The supreme court may make an order in relation to the refusal.
cancellation or disciplinary acrion that mrght be made in relation to an appeal by _

(a)

an applicant for regisration as a domestic lawyer who is refused
registration as a domestic lawyer under this Act;

(b)

a domestic lawyer whose practising certificate is cancelled under
this

Act;or

(c)

a domestic lawyer against whom disciplinary action has been taken
under this Act by the I¿w society or the complaints committee.
" Division 3

-

Legal practíce

"135N. Scope of practice

"(l) A locally registered
legal services:
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

foreigrr lawyer may provide only the following

doing any worþ or tansacting any business, in the Territory
conceming ttre law of the place in which the lawyø is registered
by
the lawyer's home registration authority;
legal services (including appearances) in relation to arbitation
proceedinp in ttre Territory of a kind presøibed by the Regulations;
legal services (inclgding appearances) in relation to proceedings
before bodies other than courts, being proceedings in whibh
the boíy
concemed is not required to apply the rules of evidence and
in whicir
knowledge oftrre foreign raw ofthe place referred to in paragraph (a)
is essential;
leg¿l services in relation to conciliation, mediation and other
forms
of consensual dispute rcsolution in the Tenitory of a kind prescribed

by the Regulations.

"(2) Nortring in this Part authorises a locally registered foreigr lawyer
to
practise Ausfalian law or to appcar in a court (except
on-tt, tawyert o*n ¡"talÐ.

.

"(3) Despite subsection (2), a locally registered foreign lawyer may
advise
-guing
on the effect of an Ausnalian raw if ttr
of adviceï Àúsrallan law is
necessarily incidental to the practice of foreign law
and ttre advice is expressly
based o¡ the advice grven on the Austalian law
by a domestic lawyer who is not

.

an ernployee of the foreign lawyer.

lt
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"135P. Form ofpractice
"( I ) A locally registered foreign lawyer may practise

(a)
(b)

-

as a foreign lawyer on the lawyer's own account;

in parurership with other locally registered foreign lawyers or with
domestic lawyers or both; or

(c)

as a member of an incorporated legal practice that is permined by a

law of the Tenitory.

"(2) An affiliation refened to in subsection (l) does not entitle the locally
registered foreign lawyer to practise domestic law in the Tenitory.
"135Q. Application of professional ethical and practice standards

"A locally registered foreign lawyer must not engage in any conduct in
practising foreign law that would" if the conduct were engaçd in by a domestic
lawyer

in

"135R

Offences and disciplinary action

practising Ausfalian law in the Tenitory, constitute professional
misconduct within ttre meaningof section 45.

"(l) A locally registoed foreign lawyer who conüavenes or fails to comply
provision
with a
of this Part, other than section l35c or 135w, is not to be taken to
have committed an offence against ttre provision.
"(2) Subject to subsection (3), Part VI applies to and in relation to a locally
registered foreign lawyer who is alleged to have conmvened section l35Q as if the
registered foreigrr lawyer Ìvert a domestic lawyer who has engaged in or is alleged
to have €ngaged in professional misconduct witt¡in ttre meaning of sestion 45.

"(3) kr determining the actioq f *y, to be taken undcr Part vI in relation
to a foreign lawyer who has conhavened section 135Q, rcgard is to be had to
whether the conduct of the lawyer was consistent with the standards of professional
conduct ofthe legal profession in the place outside Austalia in which the lawyer is
registe,red by the home regishation auttrority.

'(4) Thc

Regulations ¡nay exerrpt a foreign lawycr
lawyers from the application of a provision of part VI.

or class of forcign

"1355. Lstterhead ¡nd other identi$ing documents

"(l) A locally registered foreþ lawyer may describe himself or herself and
a law firm wittr which the foreign lauyer is associated in any of the ways
designated in section 135T.

t2
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"(2) A locally registered foreigr lawyer must indicate on the lawyer's
letterhead and any other document used when practising foreign law in the
Territory to identiff the lawyer as a lawyer the fact that the lawyer is a locally
registered foreign lawyer.

"(3) A locally registered foreigr lawyer may (but need not) indicate all
states or Territories in which the lawyer (and any of the lawyer's parurers) are
registered as foreign lawyers on a document referred to in this seótion.
"(4) A locally registered foreigr lawyer may (but need not) indicate all
places outside Ausralia in which the lawyer is registered to practise law
on a
document refened to in this section.
"135T. Designation

"(l) 4
designations:

(a)
(b)
(c)

locally registered foreign lawyer rnay use any of the following

the lawyer's own name;

the title the lawyer is authorised by law to use in ttre place outside
Australia in which the lawyer is registered by the homè regisnation
authority;
subject to subsection (2), the name of any law firm outside Austalia

with which the lawyer is afüliated (whether as a part,er
othenvise);

(d)

or

if the foreign lawyer is a member of a law f¡rm in Australia that
includes both locally registened foreigr lawyers and domestic
lawyøs - a description of the firm thaiincludõs reference to both

domestic lawyers and registered foreign lawyers.

"Q) A locally registered foreign lawyer who is a parher of a law firm
Austqþ may use the name of üre firm in practising, or in connection with
the practice o{ foreigrr law in the Territory only if-

..

o¡tside

(a)

ttre lawycr indicates on the lawyer's lettertread and any other

documeirt used inttre Territory to identiÛ the lawycr as a lawyer
that
the law firmpractises only foreign taw in *re T#ory;

(b)

the lawyer has provided the I¿w society witr¡ a copy of

the

parhership agreement or other acceptable evidence
ûrat thåiawyer is
a parmer ofthe law finrU and

(c)

use of the name conrplies wittr all requirements of the
law of the
Teiritory conceming use of business names and will not lead
to

t3
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confusion with the name of an existing domestic or foreign law fìrm
in the Tenitory.

"(3) A locally registered foreign lawyer who is a pamler of a law fu:n may
use the name of a firn in accordance with this section whether or not other parmers
in the finn are locally registered foreigt lawyers.

"135U. Advertising

"(l) A locally registered foreign lawyer must comply with all advertising
resrictions imposed-

(a)
(b)

by the l,aw Society on the practice of law by a domestic lawyer; and

by law on the practice of law by a domestic lawyer that are relevant
to the practice of foreign law in the Tenitory.

"(2) Without limiting subsection (l), a locally registered foreign lawyer
must not advertise, or use a description on the lawyer's letterhead or another
document used in the Territory to identify ttre lawyer as a lawyø, in a way

(a)

that might reasonably be regarded

(i)
(ii)
(b)

*

as-

false, misleading or deceptive; or

suggesting that the locally registered
domestic lawyer; or

foreigr lawyer is

a

that contavenes a requirement of the Regulations.

"I35V. Employment of domectic lawyers by breign lawyers
"(1) A locally registered foreigr lawyer may employ

one or morc domestic

lawyers.

"(2) Enployment of a domestic lawyo does not entitle a locally registered
foreign lawyer to practise Ausüalian law in the Tenitory.
"(3) A domestic lawyer enployed by a locally registered foreign lawyer
rnay practise foreign law but must not provide advice on Austalian law to, or for
use þ, the foreign lawyer or othenrise practise Austr¿lian law in the Tenitory in
the course ofthat employment.

"(4) Subsection (3) does not apply to a domestic lawyer employed by a
if(a) a parher of the firm is a locally registered foreign lawyer; and
(b) one or more parmers of the fìrm is a domestic lawyer.

law firm

t4
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of employnrent
.be used](fby) Aa period
domestic

by a locally registered foreigrr lawyer

nuy nor

lawyer to raiisfy a requirement under this Act for the
completion of a period of supervised praitice by him
or her before being admitted

as a legal practitioner or ganted a praótising
certificate.

"135W. Indemnity insurance

"(1) A locally registered foreign lawyer who practises foreign
law rn the
Tenitory must have professional indimnity insurance
that is equivalent to the
coverage required by or under this Act to be maintained
by domestiô hwyers.

"(2) The penalty payable for an offence against subsection (l) is
the peüalty
prescribed for breach of a requirement of the
Rõguhtion, t¡riu domestic'tafr-å
t¿ke out and maintain professional indemnity insurãnce.
"135X Trust

accounts and Fidelify Fund contributions

"(1) Part MI applies to and in relation to a locally registøed foreign
lawyer
who. receives money on behalf of anottrer person
in ttré cours.
prurtîrrt

foreign lawyer in the Territory as
law in the Territory.

if

or

he or she \ryere a domestic

"Q\ In Part vII as appried by subsection
limited to a reference to money in ttré territory.

(r),

i.*y.,

a,

u

practising

a reference to money is not

"(3) Parts vIII and D( apply to and in relation to a locally registered
foreign
lawyer as if he or she were a domestic rawyer pract¡riog
la* in tú, rr,,itory.

;

"(4) section l3B applies to and in relation to a locally registered
foreign
lawyer who maintains or has maintained a h¡st
account as if he or she were a

domestic lawyer practising law in the Territory.,,.

8.

Gener¡l oftnces
Section l38A ofthe

(a)

princþl Ac

is amended_

by omitting "A person" and substituting "subject to
section l35R(l),

person"; and

a

(b) þ omitting "$2,000" and substituting "50 penalty units,.
9. Regulations
section

r4l

(d) the following:

"(c)

of ttre

princþl Act is amended by inserting

before paragaph

prescribingpenalties, not exceeding r00 penaþ
units in the case of
an individuar and not exceeding soo periarty
,i,.,it in the case of a
body corporate; and".
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10.

Further amendments
The Principal Act is amended as set out in the Schedule.

SCHEDULE
Section

hovision

Amendment

omit

substitute

Section 16

"$5,000"

"50 penalty units"

Section 358(a)G)

"$5,000"

"50

Section a7Q)@)

"$2,000"

"50 penaþ units"

Section 478

"$5,000"

"100 penalty units"

Section 47C

"$5,000"

"100

Section 48E

"$5,000"

"100 penaþ units"

Section 5O(a[a)(ii) and

"$5,000"

"100 penalty units"

Section 5l(3) and (10)

"$5,000u

"50 penaþ units"

Section 524

"$5,000"

'500 penalty units"

penaþ units"

penaþ units"

(b)

7l

"$250"

'20 penaþ units"

Section 74

"$250"

"50 penaþ units"

Section 76(3)

"$250"

"50 penalty units"

7(4)

"$250"

"50 penaþ units"

Scgtion 78

"s250"

'50penaþunits"

Section 104(3)

"$500"

"50 penaþ units"

"$500 or imprisonment
for 6 monttu, or both"

"100 penalty units"

"$2,ooo"

"500 p€nalty units"

Sestion

Section

Sec'tion 117

Section 134(l)
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